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The pottery is derived from the latest archeieologioal layer overlying features
from the latest occupation of the site, and is being processed vdth the aim of
producing a detailed numerical analysis, showing the composition and distribution
of all of the pottery groups.
In setting out the reasons for the study taking this form it it first necessary
to give a brief archaeological summary.

The follovdng has been extracted from the

site interim reports chiefly Barker (1975)'
A great deal of the 6,800 sq m site has been destroyed by activity on the site
subsequent to the abandonment of it, some in antiquity and some by previous excava/tors, however enou^ remains to show that there were many periods of occupation
on the site of the basilican building.

Dame Kathleen Kenyon (1940) suggests the

date 350 AD as the probable date of abandonment and demolition of the basilica,
and it is the subsequent occupation of its site, with which we are concerned.

At

the eastern end of the site the emptying of old excavation trenches has shown
that there are 15 discernible layers between the floor of the basilica and the
latest building levels (althou^ in other areas there are not as many as this).
In this latest period there is evidence that the basilica area was completely
redeveloped, with a planned complex of timber framed buildings, some of them very
large, and with a symmetrical plan suggestive of classical prototypes.
Such a drastic re-organisation of the city centre needed wealth, strong
motivation and a hi^ degree of organisation, it has all the hall-marks of Roman
public works.

There are no signs of violent destruction of this occupation, nor

any signs of hurried abandonment, the major buildings appear to have been dismantled.
The street mnning east-west and bounding the north side of the insula had
had the surface stripped of metalling, a procedure vÄiich involved the removal
of hundreds of tons of consolidated pebbles, the lowered surface of the road was
then covered , with a very fine gravel, produced by sifting the rubble from the
demolished basilica.

It has been suggested that the former street then became a

covered arcade.
A bow sided building has been recorded at the extreme eastern end of the site,
the first to be found in association with a Roman site, thou^ the actual date of
its construction is not clear.
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As well as the stratigraphie evidence of a long period of post 350 AD ocoupa/tion, other indications include the discovery of a coin dated to AD 367f found
stratified heneath huilding 6, and a tomhstone, dedicated to an Irish king,
Cunorix, dated by Professor Keneth Jackson to circa AD 46O—48O, vöiich may indicate
that mercenaries were present.
Thus it can be appreciated that the pottery under consideration, derived
from a layer overlying the viiole site, and directly underlying the plou^ soil
comprises a potentially important group of material, containing material derived
from the post 350 AD occupation deposits as vrell as considerable quantities of
residual pottery.
While an important group howevei} there are a number of practical problems
associated vdth the processing and publication of the material. The current
estimate of the probable quantity of pottery to be processed is over 10,000 sherds.
This material has accumulated over 4OO years of occupation of the site, and the
late material,about viiioh we know least, probably forms only a very small proportion
of the total.
Bearing in mind the problems, it was decided that the only satisfactory way
of exacdning this material was by drawing up a type series of forms and fabrics
present, and quantifying the pottery according to this.
The site recording is based on a 10 n grid, sub di-<ri.ded into l6ths, ajid
therefore most material can be located to viithin 2.5 m of its find position, but
as the material can be regarded as a single group the pottery is not retained in
its grid grouping once washing marking and bagging is complete. ; ' .
Vttien further processing is begun the material is sorted according to a general
classification into vdiite ware, red ware, grey ware, black burnished ware, colour
coat, calcite grit, samian and any other general categories that occur eg amphora.
Mortaria are not separated out but sorted into their appropriate general group.
Each of these is then examined in turn to identify individual fabric groupings
vdthin the general group. How this is done varies with the groups, some can be
easily divided by simple examination of the sherds, others need sorting into
vessel forms first, often it is a simple question of removing one particularly
obvious fabric group, and examining the remaining material for further sub division.
This is the most difficult part of the work, and the most time consuming, it is
based entirely on visual examination of the sherds, usually with the help of a
hand lens. None of the divisions ha-ve yet oeer. tested scientifically, but geological
differences are not the only ones vdiich need cor.sideration and visual differences
should always be taken note of initially, ever, if they later prove to be of no
significance.
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VDien the pottery has been classified according to fabric and form it is
quantified by counting and weiring each sherd or group of sherds having a
common site location. (See Appendix).
IIo attempt is made to estimate the nunber of vessels present, as it is felt that
the material must have been moved over the site many times during the 400 years
or so, in i*iich it accumulated and so the final location of all the sherds from one
individual vessel is simply not relevant. Joins are noted where they are found
to exist, but it is not considered cost effective to systematically check for
joins or sherds of the same vessel.
We are fortunate because of the quantity of material involved that we have
access to computer facilities, and I am grateful to Sue laflin, for the work
that she is doing in this connection. A simple number and letter code is used
to record the infonnation on each sherd onto a punch card, and computer files
are built up as the classification of the pottery proceeds, in the following
format
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

fabric type and sub—group within the type;
vessel form, this can be general or specific, depending i-Äiat part of a
vessel the sherd comes from;
any other features of the pot, eg surface treatment, decoration, repair
etc;
grid square;
layer £ind/or feature;
lîumber of sherds;
wei^t of sherds in grams.

This information is recorded using a simple letter and number code, and
recorded on a computer form for punching onto carda.
How simple the code is can be illustrated by explaining the folloviing
computer coded sherd description:
1
BB

2
DB

3

4

S

,12

5

1-2

6
1

7
25

Pirst the fabric group, this is designated by the letters BBB, the first 2 letters
indicate that the general group is Black Burnished vfare, the third letter also a B
indicates that it is of the second fabric group recognised, the letters DB indicate
that it is a dish base, it not "üeing possible to identify the form further, the
letter E, which comes next indicates that there is decoration on the external
surface of the base, (a U viould indicate that the upper or internal surface was
decorated) A2 is the grid square, actually 2 alpha, a grid square external to
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grid square 2, but Greek characters are not available on the punch card. The sherd
comes from layer 1—2, 1 indicates that one sherd is involved and 25 indicates that
the sherd wei^t is 25 grams.
When a hatch of cards has been punched it is fed into the computer, and forms
the basis of a series of files, one for each general category of material. It will
eventually be possible to produce lists of material in various formats for preparation of the excavation and pottery reports, facilitating the complete publication
of a very large group of material.
The ultimate aim is to devise a system vAiich vail produce a detailed analysis
of the potteiy, and make it possible to distinguisli with some degree of confidence,
and vdth a measure of objectivity, the groups of material most frequently associated
with the late occupation of the site. An attempt iwill also be made to interpret
the evidence embodied in the on site distributions of all of the groups of material.
In order to do this the following information v.lll first be produced
1.
the quantity of material present in each fabric group;
2.
proportions present in relation to each other;
3.
number of different vessel forms present in the group;
4.
distribution of vessel forms throu^i the fabric groups;
5.
relative proportions of types occurring;
6.
distribution of all the pottery types over the site;
7.
distribution of each pottery fabric and form over the site;
8.
correlations and divergences in distribution of fabric and form types;
9.
differences and similarities in distribution of forms where the fabric
is the same.
,„•• ' .;.
It is intended that the on site distribution of the pottery will be correlated
with the distribution of archaeologLcal features viien phasing has been carried out.
This should make it possible to identify wares occurring only in Eissociation with
late features on the site. Further work on pottery from earlier features and
layers will make it possible to identify the point at »iiich particular groups of
material first appears on the site, and it will therefore eventually be possible
to make use of material so identified as a useful indicator of date on other areas
of the town site.
. .
• . - ,
! '
The excavation is taking place on a monument in CJuardianship, not as a rescue
excavation, and as it is primarily a research project, a more innovative approach
to pottery processing than is usually possible has been adopted»in order to test
nethods and theories with application to the particular problems posed by this
site, but also of possible use elseiAere. The main aim has been to attempt to

devise a system which made it possible to distinguish with confidence, and with
some degree of objectivity, the residual material, from that associated with the
latest occupation of the site.

Other unsuspected advantages of the method are

emerging all the time as work progresses.
It is possible to produce the results of batches of data from groups of work
vAiich have been completed, including histograms showing the composition of fabric
groups currently classified, and have lists showing the ditribution of the
processed material over the site.
This has reassuringly shown that so far the different wares do have differential
distributions related to the archaeology of the site.
It also appears that fragment size does have some correlation with on-site
location.

The mass of material and the size of the area offer the opportunity to

explore in more detail than is usually possible the relationship of the aaterial
to the area in which it was foimd.
On a practical note processing does not necessarily take any longer than would
an examination of the material using a less detailed recording system, and it is
increasingly being required of pottery reporters that some form of quantification
of materials is provided.

This system covld profitably be adopted elsewhere.

The

method can be applied to any group of pottery, large or small and access to a
computer is not absolutely necessary, a card index, p>mch card system or information
record sheets could be used, for smaller quantities of material.
As work proceeds we are hopeful that the sort of information we require, and
much more, will emerge from this detailed pottery study.
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APPENDIX
QUANTIFICATION OP POTTERY
Pottery workers are increasingly asked for quantification of the material
on which they are working.

In view of the continuins debate on the validity and

usefulness of the various methods of doin^ this it was decided to test the respective
merits of weight and number by both weighing and counting sherds.
What has emerged from doing this is that the recording of both of these
characteristics can provide a sensitive indication of archaeological differences
on site.

In the group currently under consideration large sherds tend to congregate

in particular areas, while small fragmentary sherds also occur together and in
different areas to the large fragments.

This seems to be a reflection of differences

of use and disturbance of areas of the site, rather than of the degree of fragility
of the various classes of pottery represented.

I would therefore surest that where,

as in this case, examination of the material as sherds proves the only possible
method of quantification, it will prove useful to record both weight and number,
as the degree of fragmentation of sherds from any one group, compared with that of
other groups from the site may be of archaeological significance.

